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Abstract 

The African it is said, lives in community whereas his western counterpart 
lives a life of somewhat jarring individualism preferring to do things his 
own way and to express his opinions without considering whether they are 
or could be accommodated within the elastic unit of his community. In this 
work, the onus is to highlight this sense of community and communal 
relations and spirit of hospitality as it pertains to the African of Igbo 
extraction. In this way, it is intended to show how Westerners and indeed, 
some Africans that studied abroad have been formed to view African 
philosophy as a pre-philosophy if only because its emphasis is not on each 
individual philosopher and his thoughts but on what some of them have 
chosen to call philosopheme. Unfortunately, this spirit is becoming 
moribund among the Igbo-Africans and so, this paper is also a clarion call 
for us as Igbos to regain ourselves by regaining this consciousness that 
makes us truly African. 

 
 
On the African Sense of Respect for the Community 

The African sense of identity resides within the confines of his community. 
As Mbiti (1971) quoted in Omoregbe (1991:9) put it “I am because we are, and since 
we are then I am.” According to Okolo (1993:10), Rene Descartes formulated his 
thesis “Cogito ergo sum” (I think therefore I am).  But the African is wont to say 
“cognatus sum ergo sum” (I am related, therefore I am).77 The Igbo- African is 
naturally community-conscious. His existence has meaning only within the context of 
the community. Davidson (1969:31) noted that:  

 
The African it is said, lives in community. His father is not just the person 
physically responsible for his conception. His mother is not necessarily the 
woman who physically gave him birth. He may have as many as fifteen 
“fathers and ten mothers.’ In the ideal situation, each one of these would 
treat him as his biological father or mother would. 
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In this sense, communalism is both supersensible in the sense of being ‘god-
made’ and material because culturally, it is to be understood, within the context of the 
people inhabiting it now. This community is the custodian of the person that makes it 
up some how in the manner of Aristotelian conception that ‘a man is a man within the 
context of the society. Removed from this context, he is either “a beast or a god” but 
not in any sense in the Platonic conception that the “state is superior to the 
individual”. This is because the Igbo- African by all gaits and references is 
autonomous. He practices dependency in that to be African is to be “a being-with or a 
being-in-relation-to-others, but he is independent.  
 

He practices a mature form of inter-dependence and does not follow 
sheepishly the views of others. His views are not swallowed in the collectivity rather 
they become meaningfully meaningful in and within the collectivity/community. This 
is why; it has been formulated that “the Igbo people knew no king” as could even be 
seen from the utterances of Ogbuefi Nwaka when he made an uncomplimentary 
remark of Ezeulu in the Arrow of God. As a result, it is not uncommon to hear the 
Igbo say “e si be ya eje be onye?”(must you link your destination through his house?) 
Every person has equal rights and responsibilities in the society and the system of 
governance is participatory democracy. It is participatory because all healthy and 
mature males have equal participatory rights at the market place or the village square. 
 

In such a village square, are stationed the tutelary deities showing the 
spiritual angle of the community as god-made. It is here that communal religious 
worships, sacrifices and festivities are organized, and because the community has a 
standard of morality that must be adhered to by all involved and the ideas of the 
members are either approved or disapproved as the case may be, there is no life 
outside the community as a result of this, Davidson (1969:31)                                     
has remarked that: 
 

There stood the void in strong and ever present contrast. Outside this 
ancestrally chartered system, there lay no possible life since a man without 
lineage is a man without citizenship, without identity, and therefore, without 
allies, or as the kongo put it, a man outside his clan is like “a grasshopper 
which has lost its wings.   

 
Thus the Igbo-African belongs to his community and upholds the tenets of the 

community knowing full well that a man is not right outside of his community. It is 
coined in such word as  
 

O zubara akoghiri nwunye di ya o ga-agho ya, ogho ya ukpa”(whoever 
ventures into any business without the prerequisite skills and yet fails to confide or  
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seek direction from his relatives who know loses suffers so much loss) and “O mee 
okara oha, oghom anaghi agho ya”(he who seeks advice does not make mistakes.)  
 

This spirit of communal living has been designated a lot of names ranging 
from spirit of oneness, unity, Igwebuike, communalism, ujamaa, brotherhood, 
solidarity, one accord etc. but the singular knot that ties these various designations 
together is being one’s brother’s keeper be it financially, materially etc without being 
parochial or chauvinistic. Oji ogbi in igbo land best captures this sense of community. 
The question then is, what is oji ogbi? Umeogu (2003:2) submitted that: 

 
Oji ogbi is a symbol of the universe in its unity, invisibility, unrepeatability 
and communion. Oji ogbi is to be sure, not the universe alone but also the 
manifestation of that ONE, without a second who made it possible for the 
universe to be. So apart from externally depicting the universe or the world. 
Oji Ogbi internally depicts the being of God (Chukwu) who alone in himself 
and by himself created the universe and everything in it. 
 
This oji ogbi is not eaten, not because it is toxic but because it is a symbol of 

unity and communal relation existing between Chukwu and the humanity that he 
created. Therefore no Igbo man who truly understands the symbolic and symbolismic 
implication of such oji ogbi would try to severe the umbilical cord that unites God 
with humanity in one communal fold. This is exactly the reason behind Biko 
(1978:41) assertion that: 
 

Ours is a man-centered society. Westerners have in many occasions been 
surprised at the capacity we have for talking to each others not for  the sake 
of arriving at a particular conclusion but merely to enjoy the communication 
for its own sake. Intimacy is a term not exclusive to particular friends but 
applying to a whole group of people who find themselves together whether 
through work or some residential requirements.      
 
Again, concerning the oji which has been ritualized in the Igbo-African 

world, it is widely conceived that “oji bu nzubo zubere umu” ( the kola nut unites 
peoples); Again “oji ka-eji ado ana aka na nti.” (kola nut is used to sanction the 
mother earth). Again it is said that “a takoo oji onu nukoo mmanya onu, obi aburu 
ofu.”( Kola nut and palm wine are used to unify people). Relating this to mmonwu 
(the masquerade) Umeogu (2003:1) aptly espoused about the masquerade that:  
 

So ancient is this in Igbo tradition, that it goes back to right into the very 
time life began in the Igbo world, and death followed life. It seems to me that 
masquerading in Igbo land is a free conclusion of the Igbo attempt to 
preserve life from its destroyer “death”.  
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The conclusion herein advanced is that life is the basic functional unit in Igbo 

African metaphysics. And since metaphysics is like a taproot of the tree that is 
philosophy, all other aspects of philosophy be it anthropology, ethics, epistemology 
etc. are mere branches. Therefore, African philosophy revolves around life starting 
with Igo oji that normally sparks off normal daybreak of the Igbo African man, down 
to his concept of the sacredness of life and his sense of “Ime mmonwu.”  According 
to Umeogu (2003: 1)  
 

The analysis of mmuonwu etymol “gives no small a credence to the views 
just expressed ‘mmuo’ is spirit and ‘onwu’ is death’ so “mmuo-onwu or 
mmonwu,” simply means “spirit-death” or “spirit of death”, “spirit does 
not die, but death is the state of what dies, so when what does not die comes 
into what dies, death is overcome, and life becomes king;( Ndubueze).  

 
If “Ndubueze” (life is supreme) and Ndubuisi, (life is first) Ndukaku, (life 

is greater than wealth) Ndukamkpa (life is most important) then “ndu”, which is life 
is sacred and therefore must be preserved, protected, secured and kept. Thus 
philosophy to and among the Igbo-Africans is and must be life affirming. 
 

Next, Igbo- African’s use of the word ‘community is not identical to the 
Western usage of it for obvious reasons. For the West the word “community means an 
aggregated sum of individuals comprising it “leading to what has been designated 
“methodological individualism”. But the African sense of community revolves around 
the assertions of Mbiti that “I am because we are”. Menkiti (n.y:166) explains this 
“we” away when he wrote that:  
 

The ‘we’ referred to here is not an additive ‘we’ but a thoroughly fused 
collective ‘we’. It is possible to distinguish these senses of human grouping, 
the first of which I shall call collectivities’ in the truest sense, the second of 
which might be constituted human groups; and the third of which might be 
called random collection of individuals. The African understanding of 
human society adopts the usage in description number one above whereas 
the western understanding would fall closer to the description number two, 
the difference between the two being that in what I called ‘collectivities’ in 
the truest sense there is assumed to be an organic dimension to the 
relationship between the constituent individuals, whereas in the 
understanding of human society as something ‘constituted’ what we have is 
a non-organic bringing together of atomic individuals into a unit more akin 
to an association than to a community. 
 

It is the intention in this work to sum up our discussion on the African sense 
of community with Iroegbu’s definition (1995:349).  
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Community is basically a spirit of communing. It underlies the ideas of 
sociability, exchange, inter-subjectivity and reciprocity. In the communing 
the members relate to one another in a communal fashion of brotherhood, 
hospitality and care. There is solidarity of relationships. In Igboland, we 
live the basic community called the umunna (kindred). The umunna 
(community) constitutes the fulcrum of interpersonal relationships. From it 
the individual draws his life force. To it, he contributes his individual 
talents. From the umunna, the individual receives what B Dudley calls the 
“mental furniture” of his entire life.  

 
On the Sense of Hospitality Among the Igbo-Africans. 

The Igbo- African man is by nature, very accommodating. This sense of 
accommodation makes him take it for granted that every other person must also be 
accommodating. This is why they travel and develop places very far away from their 
homes Onwubiko(1991:23) expressing this feeling commented that, “we have seen 
that for the African, one cannot opt out of his original community completely. So they 
did not imagine that others could”. 
 

They therefore, have ways of expressing welcome symbolically ranging from 
the offering of kola nut as a sign of unity of purpose in asking Chukwu to give them 
life, holistic and healthy life and to pray that while the host remains well, the visitor 
while going back should not develop hunchback. The significance of this is that the 
Igbo African conceives humanity as one, united by Chineke exactly the way the 
various lobes of the kola nut are united in one nut. They also use cohise chalk (nzu), 
dry gin, kola nut, garden eggs for such acts of welcoming. They do this to signify the 
good disposition of the host towards his guest and to symbolize their unity of will and 
intention. What else could the prayer for long life, good health, prosperity of mind 
and body said between the host and his guest holding no other fruit but kola nut 
signify? Okafor (1974:21) summarized the Igbo- African and indeed African sense of 
hospitality in these words. 
 

In traditional African culture, wherever there is food to be taken, everyone 
present is invited to participate even if the food was prepared for far less 
number of people without anticipating the arrival of visitors. It would be a 
height of incredible bad manners for one to eat anything however small, 
without sharing it with any one else present, or at least expressing the 
intention to do so.    

 
The Igbo- African sense of hospitality could also be understood more in the 

meaning of ‘mmadu’ (mma ndu) (the beauty of life) being the center of creation with 
God/Chukwu as the creator. The Igbo- African therefore reflecting upon the fact that 
this same Chineke created all other things with which man should maintain himself 
in being, created all human beings in his own image and likeness and does not  
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segregate against any particular race, cannot but see the image of God in humanity 
divinely planned, created and maintained in being. Chineke gives sun and rain to all 
humanity. Therefore, the Igbo- African contributes his own quota by seeing beyond 
skin pigmentations, that “singular, original phenomenon which is irreducible to 
matter”. This thing that is “irreducible to matter” is life. This life is regarded sacred 
among them. Thus they are very hospitable and accommodating of others if only this 
would ensure the protection and sustenance of their lives that are forever sacred and 
spiritual.  
 
Evaluation and Conclusion 

The rationale behind the Igbo-African sense of respect for life, and sense of 
community and communal relations have been exposed. The question worth asking 
today is what is happening to the prime value that the Igbo-African had ascribed to 
life? What has happened to this consciousness that one’s existence has value and 
meaning within the context of the community? In a nutshell what has happened to this 
communal spirit especially as one reflects on the high rate of crimes like armed 
robbery, abortion, rape and kidnapping? The answer to these and myriads of other 
questions is that Igbo-Africans are gradually losing these values probably as a result 
of system collapse brought about by exocentric attitude towards whatever is 
indigenous in preference for that which is foreign. 
 
  Therefore the conclusion of this research work is that for Africa to regain its 
pride of place in the committee of nations Africans need to regain the positive lost 
values and to emancipate Africans especially those of Igbo extraction from the mental 
slavery that okays whatever is foreign against the indigenous ones that are better. 
Africans as a people must also seek indigenous solutions to their community and 
national problems instead of trying though with constant failures to adopt a method 
that is foreign in other to solve problems that are better handled with indigenous 
instruments. 
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